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4701 Discovered! 

 what??? ” 

When Yan Lingshi heard this, she was instantly dumbfounded. Her beautiful eyes were dazed, and her 

small mouth was half-open, opening and closing, but she could not say a word. 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei’s simple words had shocked Yan Lingshi a trillion times! It even subverted Yan 

Lingshi’s three views! This made Yan Lingshi start to doubt her life! 

After all, Yan Lingshi had just said that she had no idea how to obtain the next Supreme sacred artifact. 

If she wanted to gather all nine Supreme sacred artifacts, she would probably have to wait for an 

extremely long time! 

However, Yan Lingshi did not expect Chen Xiaobei to promise that he would help her gather all nine of 

the sacred objects! 

More importantly, Chen Xiaobei’s tone was very relaxed and domineering, as if everything was under his 

control. It would not take him too long to gather the nine Supreme sacred objects! 

As the saying goes, there is no harm without comparison! 

Compared to Chen Xiaobei, Yan Lingshi felt like a weakling! 

Oh no! 

It wasn’t that he was too weak! Chen Xiaobei was just too strong! 

Yan Lingshi and Chen Xiaobei had been together for two lives! From earth, the two of them had 

experienced many things together! 

Chen Xiaobei had never disappointed Yan Lingshi! 

On the contrary, Chen Xiaobei had created more than one miracle that shocked Yan Lingshi! 

That was why Yan Lingshi had always admired and worshipped Chen Xiaobei! 

Now that Yan Lingshi had reached the pinnacle of nine-star divine ancestor, she thought that she was 

finally stronger than Chen Xiaobei! Finally, he could surprise Chen Xiaobei and help him a lot! 

However, the truth was that even though Yan Lingshi had reached the peak of nine-star divine ancestor 

realm, she still needed Chen Xiaobei’s help! 

The main point was that Yan Lingshi could not compare to Chen Xiaobei in this matter. She needed Chen 

Xiaobei’s help to achieve a faster, more direct and better result! 

Because of this, even though Yan Lingshi had reached the peak of nine-star divine ancestor, she was still 

full of admiration and respect for Chen Xiaobei! 
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He would still receive Chen Xiaobei’s surprise! 

 you … You’re not joking, are you?!  

Even though Yan Lingshi trusted Chen Xiaobei a hundred percent, she still had to ask this question. 

“Of course I’m not joking!” 

 I can’t say for sure about anything else, ” Chen Xiaobei said.  but the Holy extermination clan’s Light of 

Destruction. As long as we return to the real world, I can get it and give it to you!  

Given Chen Xiaobei’s relationship with the Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor, Chen Xiaobei 

only needed to say the word and the Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor would reveal all the 

destructive light he had! 

However, Chen Xiaobei and Yan Lingshi were currently in an isolated space sealed by the elder of ten 

thousand DAOs. They could not contact the outside world! 

Chen Xiaobei could only get his hands on the Light of Destruction after he got out of here! 

 also, I’m confident that I can get the Holy time sand from the Holy Shi tribe!   that’s because the Holy 

Shi clan and the Holy extermination clan have a huge grudge against each other. All I have to do is give a 

drop of my extreme divine blood to the Holy Shi Supreme divine ancestor, and this grudge will be 

resolved!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“This way, the first holy ancestor won’t be my enemy! At the same time, I’m also the Savior of the Holy 

life tribe, and the Holy life tribe’s Supreme holy ancestor and the first Holy Supreme holy ancestor are 

close friends. We can basically pull the first Holy tribe into our Alliance!” 

“Under these circumstances, I have the right to negotiate with the first and Supreme Holy ancestors! As 

long as we pay a little more, we can get the Holy time sand from the Holy Shi clan!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face was full of confidence. 

According to Chen Xiaobei’s calculations, the success rate of this plan was very high. 

Success was only a matter of time! 

“You … You’re really amazing …” He said. 

Yan Lingshi was dumbfounded.  I really didn’t expect that you’ve already become the Holy extermination 

clan’s superhero!!! He had even become the reincarnated parents of the Holy life tribe! If the Holy Shi 

tribe were to ally with us, we would truly be like a tiger that has grown wings and would be extremely 

terrifying!” 

“Don’t praise me!” 

 of course not!  Chen Xiaobei smiled.  other than that, I can also complete my mission by looking for ten 

thousand Saint souls, and then get the other Supreme sacred objects from the nine heart turtle 

ancestor! After completing the mission, I asked for extreme divine blood, and nine hearts turtle ancestor 

gave me three drops!” 



“From the looks of it, the nine hearts turtle ancestor should have quite a few Supreme sacred artifacts in 

his hands! There are still five more 10000 Saint souls to search for, which means I have five more 

chances to exchange for the other five Supreme sacred artifacts!” 

Chen Xiaobei was not blindly confident! Instead, it was based on facts and confidence! 

Now, Yan Lingshi had the primordial violet vapor and the water of life! In addition to the Light of 

Destruction and the Holy sand of time that Chen Xiaobei would be able to get his hands on later, they 

would be the four Supreme sacred objects! 

This way, Chen Xiaobei only needed to find the next five 10000 Saint souls to exchange for the other five 

Supreme sacred objects! 

It was also because Chen Xiaobei had already thought of a plan for what to do next that he was so 

confident as if he had everything under control! 

“Wait a moment!” 

However, at this moment, Yan Lingshi raised another question.”I’ve been studying how the great divine 

Supreme divine ancestor peeked into the origins of the ancestor of all DAOs! He wanted to find out the 

reason why the Supreme divine ancestor had failed! I feel like there’s something missing!” 

It was obvious that the great divine Supreme divine ancestor had failed to pry into the origins of the 

ancestor of all DAOs back then! Otherwise, he would not have left this super difficult problem to Yan 

Lingshi! 

In other words, even if the myriad Dao ancestor hadn’t set him up, the great divine Supreme divine 

ancestor wouldn’t have succeeded! 

Yan Lingshi, on the other hand, had also put forward her own opinion after her own careful study and 

consideration! 

 something’s missing!?  

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback, and he began to think carefully. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei was not the person involved in this, so he could not make any progress! 

“Whoosh …” 

Yan Lingshi did not hesitate to send the important information in the inheritance to Chen Xiaobei’s 

mind. 

After all, Yan Lingshi and Chen Xiaobei had a hundred percent trust in each other. They did not need to 

hide anything. 

Chen Xiaobei’s mind was suddenly filled with the entire process of the great divine Supreme divine 

ancestor’s discovery, thinking, researching, and finally coming up with a solution! 

Even though Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation level was not as high as Yan Lingshi’s! 

However, in terms of learning ability, Chen Xiaobei was definitely better than Yan Lingshi! 



Very quickly, Chen Xiaobei made a discovery! 

 I know where the problem is!!!  Chen Xiaobei exclaimed. 
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4702 Simple! 

If it was just his imagination, Chen Xiaobei would not have known what the problem was. 

However, with Yan Lingshi’s sharing, Chen Xiaobei felt as if he was in the same world. From the origin of 

the method, he followed the thoughts of the great saint Supreme divine ancestor, from discovery to 

research, and finally to the conclusion of the method! 

After the entire process was made clear, some of the details became clear to Chen Xiaobei with his 

superb learning ability. 

Chen Xiaobei quickly found the root of the problem! 

“The world doesn’t only have the nine sacred ancestors! In other words, there are more than just the 

nine Supreme sacred objects!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “First of all, there’s a Saint-burying Supreme Saint ancestor that everyone knows! In 

addition, there is also the nine hearts turtle ancestor hidden outside of everyone’s vision!” 

“This …” 

When Yan Lingshi heard this, her beautiful eyes instantly widened, and her face was filled with disbelief. 

“According to what you’re saying, the Saint burial ancestor and the nine hearts turtle ancestor also have 

a Supreme sacred artifact each!” Therefore, if you want to spy on the origin of the ancestor of all DAOs, 

you actually need to collect all eleven Supreme sacred artifacts!” 

“There’s no mistake!” 

“I’ve carefully studied the method of the great divine Supreme divine ancestor!” He discovered that 

some of the contents were missing! Although these deficiencies were not obvious, it was like an ant hole 

breaking a dike of a thousand miles! This hidden flaw is the root of the great saint Supreme divine 

ancestor’s failure!” 

 but I still don’t quite understand … Why do we have to gather all the Supreme sacred artifacts!?  Yan 

Lingshi’s brows furrowed slightly, unable to figure it out. 

“That’s because the origin of everything in this world is the ancestor of all DAOs! It could even be said 

that the ancestor of all DAOs had created everything! This includes all the Supreme Holy ancestors, all 

the Supreme sacred objects, and all the Supreme Holy meridians!” 

“And the Supreme divine ancestor is someone who already exists in this world, someone chosen by the 

ancestor of all DAOs!” According to my speculation, the Supreme Holy Meridian should be a branch 

from the Supreme Holy Meridian! Therefore, the origin of the Supreme sacred ancestor and the 

Supreme sacred Meridian is slightly different from the ancestor of all DAOs himself!” 
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“As for the Supreme sacred object, it’s something that doesn’t exist in this world! It could be said that 

the ancestor of all DAOs had started from scratch, creating them one by one! Therefore, these Supreme 

sacred artifacts have the same roots as the ancestor of all DAOs!” 

“That’s why the sacred ancestor’s core method of peeking into the origins of the ancestor of all DAOs is 

to peek into the origins of the Supreme sacred artifact! If you can’t gather all the Supreme sacred 

artifacts, there will be flaws, causing the origin to be wrong, or you can’t get the correct conclusion after 

gathering them!” 

By this point, Chen Xiaobei had basically thought things through and understood everything! 

He could even be sure that this method was absolutely feasible in theory! 

As for whether it was actually feasible, it could only be confirmed after all the Supreme sacred artifacts 

were gathered! 

Of course, even if it was only a theoretical possibility, it was still a huge breakthrough for Chen Xiaobei! 

At the very least, he now had a way to deal with the myriad Dao ancestor! 

If he could succeed, Chen Xiaobei would have the chance to defeat the ancestor of all DAOs and become 

the most powerful ruler in the world! 

This way, there was nothing in this world that Chen Xiaobei could not do, no one that Chen Xiaobei 

could not protect, and nothing that would threaten Chen Xiaobei! 

It would not be an exaggeration to say that Chen Xiaobei would be the next ancestor of all DAOs! When 

the rulers worked together, they would use everything as chess pieces! 

Chen Xiaobei was very excited! 

Originally, Chen Xiaobei’s ultimate goal was to free the people of Saint pan! He also didn’t say that he 

had to become the strongest in the world! 

However, as the mission progressed, Chen Xiaobei realized that if he could not become the strongest in 

the world, even if he freed the Saint pan clan, they would still be enslaved or even destroyed. It was 

meaningless! Even Chen Xiaobei’s family and friends would not be safe! 

Because of this, Chen Xiaobei’s mentality had been subtly changed! 

Chen Xiaobei did not know when it had started, but freeing the Saint Pan’s People was not his end goal! 

To defeat the myriad Dao ancestor and become the strongest in the world was Chen Xiaobei’s ultimate 

goal! 

Of course, before that, Chen Xiaobei had no way to defeat the myriad Dao ancestor. In fact, whenever 

he thought about the myriad Dao ancestor, he would feel a sense of despair! 

And now, Chen Xiaobei had finally found a way. It was as if he had found a ray of light in the darkness of 

endless despair. His entire mentality and state of mind would undergo a huge change! 

“If what you said is true, then we still lack two Supreme sacred artifacts!” 



 you’ll only be able to find five more Saint souls, ” Yan Lingshi said, frowning.  you’ll be missing the last 

two chances to be rewarded, and you still won’t be able to gather all the Supreme sacred artifacts!  

According to what he had just said, Chen Xiaobei could only get five more Supreme sacred objects from 

nine hearts turtle ancestor! 

This way, the final result could not be achieved! 

“Don’t worry! It’s not like I can only rely on the nine hearts turtle ancestor! There are other ways!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, ” “My main idea is to use the rewards of the nine hearts 

turtle ancestor to gather the Supreme sacred artifacts! But I’m also a living person! If there’s a chance, 

I’ll think of a way to get a Supreme sacred artifact myself!” 

“Even if I can’t get it by myself, I’ll still be fine.  the nine hearts turtle ancestor will even give me 

additional missions for me to complete! As long as you give me two more missions, won’t I be able to 

gather the remaining two Supreme sacred artifacts?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s ability to move was very strong. Such a small change could not stop Chen Xiaobei from 

carrying out his plan. 

“Would the nine hearts turtle ancestor give you other missions? What does it want you to do?” Yan 

Lingshi asked curiously. 

 heh, the first extra mission it gave me was to kill you!   this mission is too easy for me! It’s like giving me 

a gift!  Chen Xiaobei sneered. 

“What?” 

Yan Lingshi’s expression froze. With a face full of doubt, she asked,  what do you mean by that?!  

It was obvious that Yan Lingshi trusted Chen Xiaobei one hundred percent. She believed that Chen 

Xiaobei would not do anything to harm her. 

However, this meant that Chen Xiaobei would not be able to complete the mission. How could he say 

that the mission was very easy? 

This in itself was a huge contradiction that Yan Lingshi could not figure out no matter how much she 

thought about it! 

“I’m no longer who I used to be!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled evilly, his words had a deeper meaning! 
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you … What do you mean by that?!  

Yan Lingshi looked at Chen Xiaobei in disbelief. 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei’s words would be ambiguous, unlike the old me … 
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In the past, Chen Xiaobei would never hurt Yan Lingshi. If Chen Xiaobei was not the Chen Xiaobei of the 

past, did that mean that he would hurt Yan Lingshi now? 

At the thought of this, Yan Lingshi could not help but feel a little nervous. Her pretty face was slightly 

pale, and her eyes flickered. She simply could not believe what was happening! 

“Pfft …” 

Chen Xiaobei was amused. 

He quickly explained,”idiot!” What are you thinking? I’m not who I used to be! That’s because I really 

couldn’t do anything about this mission in the past! However, I have a way to solve it easily!” 

 I … I see …  Yan Lingshi’s face reddened slightly upon hearing this. She was a little embarrassed. 

She had been overthinking. Chen Xiaobei would never do anything to hurt her! 

“Then don’t keep me in suspense! Hurry up and show me your method!” 

In order to ease the awkwardness, Yan Lingshi urged him. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei then released the green Treasure! 

“What … What is this? What a unique aura … It’s very powerful, profound, and mysterious … It’s simply 

too magical …” 

Yan Lingshi’s beautiful eyes instantly widened, and she looked at Lu Bao with curiosity. 

One had to know that Yan Lingshi was already at the peak of Nine Star divine ancestor, but one could 

still feel a very powerful aura from Lu Bao! 

He even felt that this aura was even stronger than his own! 

This made Yan Lingshi extremely shocked. At the same time, she was filled with infinite surprise and 

curiosity about the green Treasure! 

“This is the legendary pan Sheng puppet! They were Supreme existences of the Saint ancestor level! 

Apart from the fact that his cultivation hasn’t reached the level of a Supreme sacred ancestor, he’s no 

different from one in every other aspect!” 

 no wonder …  Yan Lingshi was surprised again. 

He had never thought that such a small insect would actually be such a powerful legendary existence! 

This was really eye-opening! 

 but, how can this pan Shengjie help you complete your mission to kill me? ” Yan Lingshi asked, puzzled. 

It was obvious that Yan Lingshi knew nothing about pan Shengjie’s abilities. She could not even imagine 

how she would achieve her goal and complete the mission. 

“A raccoon for a Crown Prince!” 



Chen Xiaobei chuckled. His tone was calm, but it exuded the confidence that he had everything under 

control. 

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei had used the same trick before, and it was very successful! 

This time, there would not be any accidents. 

“Civet? The Crown Prince?” 

Yan Lingshi’s face was filled with confusion. Chen Xiaobei’s words made her even more confused. 

“Whoosh …” 

Without explaining, Chen Xiaobei took out the body of a Supreme Saint extreme guard from the chaotic 

space. 

These Gokudo path guards had all been turned into Chen Xiaobei’s puppets! 

Being possessed and turned into a puppet meant that his body and soul were still intact. It was just that 

Chen Xiaobei had full control over them! 

And the integrity of the body and soul was the key to the change of Crown Prince! 

“Green Treasure! Use this thing as a Foundation and create a puppet that looks exactly like this little 

sister!” 

Chen Xiaobei gave the order. 

“This …” 

Lu Bao could not help but be stunned. He said awkwardly,”Master, you’re not joking, are you … This 

guy’s level is too low. To create a puppet like this little sister, a huge amount of resources will be 

invested! You … You …” 

Lu Bao wanted to say something but stopped. 

Green Treasure had some understanding of Chen Xiaobei’s wealth. 

From what Lu Bao could see, Chen Xiaobei did not have that many resources to create a new Yan 

Lingshi. 

That was why Lu Bao looked hesitant. He was afraid that he would embarrass Chen Xiaobei if he said it 

out loud. 

“You little brat! You dare to look down on me!” 

Chen glared at Green Treasure and laughed, ”  right now, I have all the resources and energy I want. Just 

tell me, how much do I have to invest to achieve this? ” 

Obviously, just as Chen Xiaobei had said, he was no longer who he used to be! 

The old Chen Xiaobei would never have been able to create a new Yan Lingshi! 

But now, Chen Xiaobei could easily do it! 



In terms of resources, Chen Xiaobei could use a drop of extreme divine blood, which was one of the best 

resources in the world! 

Furthermore, Chen Xiaobei had the support of the Holy extermination clan and holy life clan! It was 

equivalent to using the treasure vaults of two Supreme clans! What resources can’t be found? 

In terms of energy, Chen Xiaobei had the support of the Holy life clan and the Holy extermination clan. 

The energy of those below the level of a holy ancestor could be used as much as he wanted. 

Under such circumstances, Chen Xiaobei was confident that he could create a new Yan Lingshi and use 

her to exchange for the Crown Prince! 

“Then … Then I’ll say it!” 

Lu Bao said in a deep voice,”first of all, to create a body, you need a peak nine-star divine ancestor level 

heavenly material and earthly treasure!” Secondly, creating a soul requires another peak Nine Star 

sacred ancestor level heavenly treasure!” 

“This isn’t difficult!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged, looking relaxed. 

Wasn’t it just two peak Nine Star divine ancestor level natural treasures? The Holy extermination clan 

and holy life clan’s treasure vaults had plenty of them! 

Chen Xiaobei did not care about that at all! 

“Wait a moment!” 

But then, Chen Xiaobei thought of another question.   what I want this time is a dead person. I don’t 

need a soul, but I want a Saint Soul!  

 Saint Soul!?  

Lu Bao was stunned for a moment,’this is difficult! Creating a peak Nine Star sacred ancestor’s sacred 

soul only requires one peak Nine Star sacred ancestor’s heavenly material and earthly treasure!” 

“However, to create a peak nine-star sacred ancestor-level sacred soul world! I’m afraid that the 

resources and energy needed will be billions of times more than the heavenly materials and earthly 

treasures!” 

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. 

Although he had the support of the Holy extermination clan and holy life clan, these two Supreme clans 

might not be able to produce hundreds of millions of peak nine-star divine ancestor level heavenly 

resources! 

“There’s no need for that!” 

 I’ve reached my current cultivation realm by digesting the inheritance, ” Yan Lingshi said.  I didn’t have 

the time to build the sacred soul world!  

“This …” 



Both Chen Xiaobei and Lu Bao were shocked. 

Wouldn’t that save him a lot of trouble? 

“Also …” 

“I can take out two peak nine-star sacred ancestor level heavenly resources directly. I don’t have to go 

to other places to look for them!” Yan Lingshi added. 

“This … This, this, this …” 

Chen Xiaobei was overjoyed. 

It was really too smooth! 
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4704 Hope! 

Chen Xiaobei had thought that it would take some time to find these two treasures. 

He did not expect Yan Lingshi to provide it directly! 

Of course, this was not what Chen Xiaobei had expected, but it was still within reason! 

After all, Yan Lingshi was now the inheritor of the great divine Supreme divine ancestor! He was also the 

inheritor! 

Although the matter had not been made clear yet, it was basically certain that Yan Lingshi had taken 

over the storage space left behind by the great saint Supreme divine ancestor! To put it bluntly! It was 

equivalent to the core Treasury of the great sage Tribe! 

Because of this, one or two peak nine-star divine ancestor level natural treasures were like little 

cabbages to Yan Lingshi. They were insignificant! 

“Woof! Whoosh!” 

Yan Lingshi smiled daintily and offered two genius guarantees! 

The dazzling Holy splendor and the ancient and mysterious aura were constantly emitting their powerful 

pressure! 

If they were in any other place, these two treasures would definitely cause a lot of people to fight over 

them! 

But now, Yan Lingshi had given these two treasures to Chen Xiaobei without any hesitation! 

What was even more unbelievable was that Chen Xiaobei had given the two treasures to pan shengjia! 

Crack … Crack … Crack … 

Without saying a word, Lu Bao activated his special ability and devoured the two heavenly materials and 

earthly treasures in no time. 
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Under the effect of pan Shengjie’s special ability, the two treasures were transformed into two peak 

nine-star divine ancestor level power of creation! 

“Whoosh …” 

Immediately after, Green Treasure consumed the two portions of Saint Pan’s power of creation to 

activate its own creation superpower. 

The green light of his special ability enveloped Yan Lingshi first! 

Like a scanner, he scanned Yan Lingshi’s body thoroughly and recorded all her characteristics. 

“Shua shua … Shua shua …” 

Then, the green light was transferred from Yan Lingshi’s body to the extreme grade Guard’s body. 

Then, an extremely magical scene was immediately presented. 

Just like a 3D printer, the Gokudo Imperial Guard’s body began to take on Yan Lingshi’s appearance as 

the light of his supernatural ability swept across him! 

Not only her figure and appearance, but even her clothes and every strand of her hair had become 

exactly the same as Yan Lingshi’s! 

 my God … This … This is unbelievable!  

Seeing this, Yan Lingshi immediately exclaimed,  this puppet looks exactly like me. I can’t see any 

difference!  

“More importantly, this is a true creation! It was not an ordinary camouflage or transformation spell! 

The new bodies created in this way are real and have no flaws!” 

Obviously, ordinary camouflage and transformation spells could show what they wanted to! 

However, all these methods had flaws. If he encountered someone with a higher cultivation realm, they 

would be seen through at a glance! 

However, at this moment, Lu Bao had actually created a real body! 

He had blood, flesh, and aura! There was absolutely no flaw! 

Even in the eyes of the Supreme divine ancestor, she was the real Yan Lingshi! It definitely can’t be fake! 

“Shua shua … Shua shua …” 

Immediately after, Lu Bao created another Saint Soul, which was exactly the same as Yan Lingshi’s! 

 I understand now!!!  

“This puppet is a civet cat!” Yan Lingshi exclaimed in realization. And I am the Crown Prince! If he 

handed this flawless puppet to the nine hearts turtle ancestor, he would be able to complete the 

mission it had given him! In exchange for the reward we need! Xiaobei! You’re too smart!” 

“Do I even need to say that?” Chen Xiaobei grinned, his face full of confidence! 



It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei had already thought of this plan when he accepted the mission! 

And at this moment, everything was going very smoothly! If everything was going according to Chen 

Xiaobei’s plan, there should not be any changes! 

“When are we leaving?” 

Yan Lingshi said excitedly,”I can’t wait to gather all the Supreme sacred artifacts and use your improved 

method to try to pry into the origin of the ancestor of all DAOs!” Once we succeed, we’ll be able to deal 

with him!” 

Back then, even though the Supreme divine ancestor had come up with his idea, some unknown 

information had caused his plan to be flawed, resulting in a complete failure! 

More importantly, there was a huge safety hazard in the plan of the Supreme divine ancestor! 

That was, when this method was used, the myriad Dao ancestor or the nine hearts turtle ancestor could 

launch a sneak attack! 

In fact, the Supreme divine ancestor had fallen into a trap without knowing anything, which was why he 

had fallen into the state of chaos! 

Therefore, even though the great saint Supreme divine ancestor was the founder of the plan, it was 

extremely imperfect and even extremely dangerous! 

Therefore, when Yan Lingshi first came into contact with this mission, she was in complete despair. She 

had no way to start, and she did not have any confidence in success! 

Because of this, Chen Xiaobei could come up with a perfect new plan! This filled Yan Lingshi with 

anticipation! He was extremely excited, full of energy, and couldn’t wait to put it into practice! 

“We can set off at any time!” 

Chen Xiaobei suddenly thought of something and asked, ” “By the way, how did you enter this space? As 

far as I know, those who have not cultivated the one word Holy extermination curse will definitely not 

be able to enter! Not even the Supreme divine ancestor!” 

“Peeking into the origin!” 

“As you said, the entrance to this space was initially covered by a seal, and I couldn’t enter!” Yan Lingshi 

said. However, after I peeked into the origin, I found a hole in the seal, and naturally, I could enter and 

leave freely!” 

 a loophole in the seal!?  

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes widened as if he had just realized an important question! 

! loophole! 

Since he could find a loophole in the seal of the myriad Dao ancestor! In that case, there should be 

loopholes in the other items of the ancestor of all DAOs! 

Suddenly, a place appeared in Chen Xiaobei’s mind! 



There was no mistake! 

It was The World’s End that Chen Xiaobei had gone to by chance! 

There, Chen Xiaobei saw that the Saint pan axe had split the spatial wall of World’s End open, and most 

of the axe had been carved into it! 

And behind the spatial wall, there was an extremely special space! 

According to Chen Xiaobei’s guess, that space was the Supreme territory of the ancestor of all DAOs! 

Chen Xiaobei did not dare to barge in! 

However, Yan Lingshi’s simple words had given Chen Xiaobei hope of entering that space! 
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4705 Sacred shroud! 

In fact, no matter what was in that space, as long as he could enter and exit it freely, Chen Xiaobei had 

nothing to be afraid of! 

Of course, based on the current situation, Chen Xiaobei did not think that it was a good idea to enter 

that space! 

After all, he had yet to find a way to deal with the ancestor of ten thousand Dao! 

If he were to barge into that space rashly and alert the nine hearts turtle ancestor or other terrifying 

existences, it would be like beating the grass and alerting the snake. The consequences would be 

unimaginable! 

After all, Chen Xiaobei and Yan Lingshi’s plan to deal with the myriad Dao ancestor still needed the 

reward from nine hearts turtle ancestor to be realized! 

Once he alerted the enemy, not only would he not be able to get the reward, but he might also be 

hunted down by the nine hearts turtle ancestor! 

This way, even if Chen Xiaobei and Yan Lingshi’s idea worked, they would not be able to gather all the 

Supreme sacred objects and this plan would not be able to be implemented! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei did not plan to go into the special space! 

He would take it one step at a time and gather all the Supreme sacred artifacts before deciding on his 

next move! 

“Hide in the chaotic space for now! I’ll go find the nine hearts turtle ancestor right now!” Chen Xiaobei 

said. 

“Alright!” Yan Lingshi nodded. She was starting to feel hopeful about the whole thing. 

…… 

After that, Chen Xiaobei returned to the ten thousand secret realms alone. 
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“Hmm? Why did you come back so quickly?” 

The voice of the nine hearts turtle ancestor was heard, and it was filled with doubt and surprise. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei had just left not long ago. Nine hearts turtle ancestor did not believe that Chen 

Xiaobei would be able to complete the mission so quickly! 

“I’ve already completed my mission!” 

But then, Chen Xiaobei slapped nine hearts turtle ancestor in the face. 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei then took out the creator, Yan Lingshi! 

 it’s just as you said. Both my physical and divine soul are here. Check it out. If there’s no problem, give 

me my reward!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Upon seeing the scene before him, all 18 eyes of the nine hearts turtle ancestor turned blank as if he 

had seen a ghost. He couldn’t believe it! 

 what’s impossible!?   I’ve brought you the person you want! Don’t tell me you don’t believe your own 

eyes!  Chen Xiaobei said impatiently. 

 I … This …  the nine hearts turtle ancestor stammered, giving off the feeling that things were not as 

simple as they seemed. 

“Wait a moment!” 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor responded with a sentence. Then, he directly wrapped the creation body 

in his Saint Origin Energy and brought it in front of him, starting to observe it carefully. 

‘That’s strange …’ 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows in suspicion. 

He felt that something was not right! 

However, Chen Xiaobei could not figure out what the problem was. 

“Alright! I’ve already confirmed it! This is the target!” 

A moment later, the nine hearts turtle ancestor said in a deep voice, ”  tell me, what reward do you 

want!?  

“I want the sky burial Yuan sacred clan’s Supreme sacred artifact!” Chen Xiaobei had already thought of 

the reward he would need on his way here. 

The reason why he chose to bury the sky origin divine clan’s sacred object first was that he might have 

other ways of obtaining the other large clans ‘sacred objects! 



The sky-burier sacred clan was Chen Xiaobei’s mortal enemy. It would be the most difficult for him to 

get his hands on their sacred relic! 

So, Chen Xiaobei decided to get this sacred item through nine hearts turtle ancestor! This was to avoid 

any unnecessary conflict with the sky burial Yuan sacred clan! 

 the Supreme sacred artifact of the sky burying Yuan sacred clan?!  

The nine-hearted turtle ancestor was stunned. All eighteen of his eyes looked at Chen Xiaobei in 

surprise. 

“What are you hesitating for?” Chen Xiaobei asked, ”  are you going back on your word?!  

Chen Xiaobei was actually a little flustered. 

After all, whether they could get the Supreme sacred artifact or not was directly related to whether they 

could deal with the ancestor of ten thousand DAOs in the future. 

It was precisely because of this that from this moment on, every step must be taken with extreme 

caution! 

He was only afraid that the nine hearts turtle ancestor would create some unexpected variables! 

“I won’t go back on my word!” 

Luckily, the nine hearts turtle ancestor gave him a positive answer, and Chen Xiaobei finally let out a sigh 

of relief. 

However, the nine hearts turtle ancestor immediately changed the topic and said, ”  however, I don’t 

have the Supreme sacred artifact of the sky burying Yuan sacred clan with me!  

“What?” 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked, ” “What is that Supreme sacred object? You don’t even have it?” 

“Heaven and earth sacred shroud!” 

“There is only one of this Supreme sacred object, and it is in the hands of the Supreme Saint ancestor of 

the Saint burial chamber!” Other than him, even master can’t take out a second one!” 

 this …  Chen Xiaobei was stunned. He did not expect this to be the result. 

When they came up with the plan, Chen Xiaobei and Yan Lingshi thought it was going smoothly, as if 

victory was right in front of them. 

However, at this moment, reality proved that the variables in reality far exceeded the theoretical 

imagination. It was not so easy to achieve the ultimate goal! 

Chen Xiaobei quickly asked, ” “What’s this universal sacred shroud?” 

 the heaven and earth sacred shroud is the ultimate form of the heaven and earth embryonic shroud!  

“Simply put, it’s a Heaven Earth embryo membrane that has reached the level of a Supreme holy 

ancestor!” Nine hearts turtle ancestor said. 



 this …  Chen Xiaobei was confused, ” “It’s very easy to obtain the heaven Earth fetal membrane, and 

almost every member of the sky burial Yuan sacred clan has one! According to what you’re saying, the 

Holy membrane of heaven and earth is now a Supreme holy ancestor level? This shouldn’t be too 

difficult for you and the ancestor of all DAOs, right?” 

It was obvious that it was almost impossible for others to reach the Supreme sacred ancestor level. 

However, to the ancestor of all DAOs, this was not a difficult task! 

If that was the case, why couldn’t the ancestor of all Dao take out a second heaven and earth sacred 

shroud? 

Obviously, there was a contradiction in this matter! 

“Master naturally has a way to raise everything to the Supreme sacred ancestor level! However, this 

Heaven Earth Holy Shroud can’t!” 

 that’s because this thing seems to have existed even longer than master. Even master can’t know the 

essence of this thing, let alone its level and form!  nine hearts turtle ancestor said in a deep voice. 

 there’s … There’s such a thing!?  Chen Xiaobei was shocked. 

Could it be that not everything in this world was created by the ancestor of all Dao? 

Obviously, the answer given by nine hearts turtle ancestor contradicted many of Chen Xiaobei’s previous 

speculations and deductions! 

It completely subverted Chen Xiaobei’s worldview! 

“I can’t tell you the details … After all, master doesn’t tell me everything …” 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor composed himself and said in a deep voice, ” “Let’s change to another 

reward!” 
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“Since that’s the case, as the Supreme divine ancestor, you should have a corresponding Supreme 

sacred artifact, right?” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “I want the Supreme sacred object that belongs to you!” 

 huh?!  

The nine hearts turtle ancestor looked at Chen Xiaobei suspiciously. 

He said in a deep voice,”you’re very strange today!” First, you want the Supreme sacred object for 

burying the Saint Supreme sacred ancestor, and now you want my Supreme sacred object! What do you 

want these things for?” 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor was not an idiot. He would not give Chen Xiaobei whatever he wanted. 
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Moreover, the nine hearts turtle ancestor was not stupid. He was very cautious. When Chen Xiaobei 

made two special requests, the nine hearts turtle ancestor immediately became alert! 

After all, with Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation, it was impossible for him to refine a Supreme sacred object. It 

was useless to have it! 

Therefore, it was very unusual for Chen Xiaobei to make such a request twice in a row! 

Of course, while the nine hearts turtle ancestor was not stupid, Chen Xiaobei was far smarter than him! 

Chen Xiaobei had already come up with a plan and excuse to deal with this situation! Furthermore, he 

would definitely succeed! 

“I’ll tell you the truth!” 

Chen Xiaobei started to show off his acting skills and said, ”  before I killed this woman, I spied on her 

memories!  

“Oh?” 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor’s eyes narrowed, and his expression became extremely complicated. 

In the eighteen eyes, there was surprise, shock, astonishment, worry, nervousness, and even a strong 

killing intent. 

It was obvious that the nine hearts turtle ancestor did not doubt the identity of the puppet Yan Lingshi. 

That was why when he heard that Chen Xiaobei had peeked into Yan Lingshi’s memory, nine hearts 

turtle ancestor was so shocked that he could not hide his expression! 

The reason was simple! 

In Yan Lingshi’s memories, there must be a way to peek into the origins of the ancestor of all DAOs! 

And this method was an absolute taboo for the myriad Dao ancestor! 

That was why, in his shock, the thought of killing Chen Xiaobei came to mind! 

“Don’t get too excited!” 

Chen Xiaobei knew what nine hearts turtle ancestor was thinking! 

Everything was going according to Chen Xiaobei’s plan! 

“I have indeed discovered an absolutely forbidden method! It can pry into the origins of the ancestor of 

all DAOs!” 

“But there’s obviously a loophole in this method!” Chen Xiaobei said. Even if sacred ancestor Hongsheng 

didn’t fall into the chaos, he wouldn’t have been able to peek into the origins of the ancestor of all 

DAOs!” 

“This …” 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor was stunned for a moment, and his killing intent was greatly reduced. 



It was obvious that the nine hearts turtle ancestor was very clear about the situation back then. 

That was why nine hearts turtle ancestor knew that Chen Xiaobei was telling the truth! 

Although peeking into the origins of the ancestor of all DAOs was a taboo, the method of peeking was 

not valid. Therefore, this taboo was meaningless. Chen Xiaobei had peeked into the origins of the 

ancestor of all DAOs in a meaningless way, so he was not a threat! 

The moment he thought of this, the killing intent in the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s heart completely 

disappeared! 

After all, Chen Xiaobei was the most important chess piece in the myriad Dao ancestor’s plan. Since 

Chen Xiaobei was not a threat, nine hearts turtle ancestor would not hurt Chen Xiaobei! 

Of course, from the perspective of the nine hearts turtle ancestor, Chen Xiaobei had become a huge 

variable and hidden danger. He should be killed immediately! 

However, the nine hearts turtle ancestor was almost blindly loyal to the ancestor of ten thousand DAOs! 

He absolutely believed in the myriad Dao ancestor’s scheme! 

So, even if the nine hearts turtle ancestor wanted to kill Chen Xiaobei, he would not do it so easily! 

After all, if the myriad Dao ancestor’s plan was ruined, nine hearts turtle ancestor would not be able to 

bear the responsibility and punishment! 

Ha … 

Chen Xiaobei sneered when he saw that the nine hearts turtle ancestor had retracted his killing intent. 

His dark eyes were filled with confidence! 

“I have a bold idea!” 

 I’ll do it!  Chen Xiaobei said.  then I’ll continue to complete what the Supreme divine ancestor, 

Hongsheng, has asked me to do! We have to figure out that forbidden method!” 

“What?” 

When the nine hearts turtle ancestor heard this, he instantly turned pale with fright.   are you tired of 

living? are you deliberately looking for death?!  

The nine hearts turtle ancestor had just calmed down and did not expect Chen Xiaobei to continue to 

seek death! Was he really tired of living? 

“Why would I be looking for death?” 

Chen Xiaobei said in a serious tone, ” “I’ve already thought it through. I’m definitely not the opponent of 

the myriad Dao ancestor! Therefore, I researched this method only to help the ancestor of all DAOs find 

a countermeasure to counter this method!” 

 this …  nine hearts turtle ancestor was stunned when he heard this. 

Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei’s words had struck a chord in nine hearts turtle ancestor’s heart! 



That was because nine-heart turtle ancestor knew very well that the reason why the ancestor of the 

myriad DAOs had split into nine 10000 Saint souls was because he wanted to find a solution to the 

problem through different lives, different origins, and different development and creation! 

The ancestor of all Dao had two problems to solve! 

The first question was about how the Supreme divine ancestor’s eyes had peeked into the origin! 

The second problem was the unique power created by the Supreme divine ancestor! 

It had to be said that the ancestor of all DAOs really had foresight! 

Regarding these two problems, or rather, threats, the ancestor of all DAOs did not think about 

destruction! Instead, he wanted to find a solution! 

This was because destruction might not be able to eradicate cause and effect. In the long river of time, 

there would still be changes! 

Only by finding a solution to the problem could they completely control all the variables! 

Chen Xiaobei’s words were exactly what the ancestor of all DAOs was thinking! It instantly struck the 

heart of the nine hearts turtle ancestor! 

Of course, the nine hearts turtle ancestor was still very cautious. He would not trust Chen Xiaobei so 

easily. 

“Why should I believe you?” Nine hearts turtle ancestor asked. 

“The reason is simple!” 

“According to the memories I peeked into!” Back then, when the great saint Supreme divine ancestor 

was peeking into the origins of the ancestor of all DAOs, he was plotted against and killed by you!” 

 in other words, if I’m lying and want to do something unfavorable to the ancestor of Dao with this 

method, can’t you still plot against me! ” 

 this …  the nine hearts turtle ancestor was stunned for a moment, but his eyes clearly revealed his 

approval. 

It was obvious that the myriad Dao ancestor and the nine-hearted turtle ancestor had a special method 

that could make the great saint Supreme divine ancestor fall into chaos! 

By the same logic, if Chen Xiaobei had any other thoughts, he would also fall into chaos! 

To put it simply, the myriad Dao ancestor and nine hearts turtle ancestor had Chen Xiaobei’s life in their 

hands! 

This way, Chen Xiaobei would not dare to do anything reckless! 

Thinking of this, the nine hearts turtle ancestor immediately felt a lot more at ease. He said indifferently, 

” “At least you’re tactful and know that you won’t have a good end if you go against master! Only by 

submitting to master with all your heart will you be able to live without worry forever!” 



“Since you agree with me, can you give me the reward I want?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 
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“I can give you a reward! However, why should I believe that you can find a solution to the problem?” 

Clearly, the nine hearts turtle ancestor was not that easy to fool! 

Without any actual bait, how could the nine hearts turtle ancestor fall for the bait? 

“I’m afraid you don’t have a good memory!” 

 Oh? ” Chen Xiaobei chuckled.  have you forgotten about my ability to study and research? ” 

“This …” 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor was stunned for a moment, and his expression changed drastically! 

Indeed! 

It was not the first time that nine hearts turtle ancestor had witnessed Chen Xiaobei’s amazing learning 

and research ability! 

For example, the nine hearts turtle ancestor had said that Chen Xiaobei would need at least one to two 

million years to succeed in his first attempt at cultivation! 

However, Chen Xiaobei had mastered it within an hour! 

Nine hearts turtle ancestor had never seen such a powerful learning and research ability in his life! Chen 

Xiaobei had really opened her eyes! 

It was no exaggeration to say that nine hearts turtle ancestor had once suspected that Chen Xiaobei’s 

ability to study and research was comparable to the ancestor of all DAOs! It was simply to the extent of 

madness! 

At the thought of this, the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s final suspicion was completely dispelled. 

After all, other than the ancestor of all DAOs, there was no one else in this world who was better at 

studying than Chen Xiaobei! 

If even Chen Xiaobei could not find a solution to this problem, who else in this world could? 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor’s defenses were completely broken by Chen Xiaobei! 

In fact, the nine hearts turtle ancestor also wanted a share of the credit! 

Now, Chen Xiaobei had given nine hearts turtle ancestor a great hope. It was as if the credit was already 

within his grasp! 

“I agree with your suggestion! I’ll give you everything you want!” 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor gave an answer without hesitation. 
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He even gave Chen Xiaobei a huge surprise! 

“Shua shua … Shua shua …” 

With a thought, nine hearts turtle ancestor took out five Supreme sacred objects! 

From its shape, it should be the Holy extermination clan’s Light of Destruction! The Holy Shi clan’s time 

sand! The black hole of the No saint tribe! The creation Saint crystal of the profound Sage clan! The 

spiritual fire seed of a Yuan Sage! 

As for the sixth Supreme sacred object, its form was particularly special. It was a small ball of black-gray 

light! It exuded an extremely profound, mysterious, and Grand special aura! 

He didn’t need to guess to know that this must be a Supreme sacred object that belonged to the nine 

hearts turtle ancestor! 

“You can take all of this!” 

Nine hearts turtle ancestor said indifferently, ” if you can really help master find a solution to this 

problem, then you’ll have made a great contribution to master! Master will definitely give you a 

generous reward!” 

The nine-hearts turtle ancestor thought that he had Chen Xiaobei’s life in his hands. If Chen Xiaobei 

dared to do anything to him, the nine-hearts turtle ancestor would have a way to put Chen Xiaobei into 

a state of rebellion! 

Therefore, the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s guard against Chen Xiaobei had been completely dispelled! 

More importantly, the nine hearts turtle ancestor also wanted to find a way as soon as possible. So, he 

did not delay but took out all the Supreme sacred objects he could and handed them to Chen Xiaobei! 

“Don’t worry! I’ll definitely do my best!” 

Chen Xiaobei chuckled and kept the six sacred objects. 

Of course, in the end, Chen Xiaobei still asked, ” “The last Supreme sacred artifact belongs to you alone, 

right? What’s its name?” 

“Ten thousand DAOs of chaos!” 

“In fact, every Supreme sacred object corresponds to one word of the one-word Saint destroyer curse!” 

Nine hearts turtle ancestor said in a deep voice. 

“And my Supreme sacred object corresponds to the Dao word incantation! Chaos as one, one begets 

two, two begets three, and three begets all things and DAOs! This is the true essence of the Dao word 

incantation!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s expression changed, as if he had just been enlightened. 

It was no wonder the nine hearts tortoise ancestor had nine heads. Every single one of his heads shone 

with a holy light that corresponded to a word of the one word Saint destroyer curse! 



So it was because the nine hearts turtle ancestor had inherited the true essence of the Dao word 

incantation, which could give birth to 10000 Dao! 

However, the nine-heart turtle ancestor’s Dao attainment was obviously inferior to the ancestor of ten 

thousand DAOs. Therefore, there were only nine DAOs derived from realization! 

Of course, another possibility was that only the nine DAOs in the one-word Saint destroyer curse could 

be called great DAOs. The other DAOs, such as metal, wood, water, fire, and earth, could be considered 

small DAOs! 

The fact that nine hearts turtle ancestor could derive nine great DAOs was already very, very impressive! 

He was very, very talented! 

Of course, none of that was important to Chen Xiaobei right now! 

The most important thing right now was to continue researching a way to deal with the ancestor of ten 

thousand DAOs! 

“I’ve already given you the extreme divine blood! At this moment, I only have these six Supreme sacred 

objects in my hands! Because I can’t leave the myriad Dao secret realm! Therefore, you’ll have to find 

the remaining four Supreme sacred objects yourself!” 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor said in a deep voice. 

Obviously, in addition to the six Supreme sacred objects that the nine-hearts turtle ancestor had given 

him, he also needed the Qi of origin of the great sage Tribe, which was the Hong Meng purple Qi! And 

the Lotus seed of creation from the Saint pan clan! The heaven Earth sacred shroud of the sky burying 

Yuan sacred clan! The life water of the Holy life tribe! 

“No problem! I’ll think of a way to deal with the rest!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged. 

That was because the nine hearts turtle ancestor did not know everything that was happening outside! 

They did not know that Chen Xiaobei already had the elixir of life and the primordial violet Qi. 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei only needed two of the most sacred items! 

They were the creation lotus seed of the Saint pan clan and the heaven Earth sacred membrane of the 

sky burying Yuan sacred clan! 

Even though he was still short of those two things, things were already developing much more smoothly 

than Chen Xiaobei had expected! 

Chen Xiaobei had thought that he would have to complete the missions one by one, and then exchange 

them for the Supreme sacred relics one by one! 

He really didn’t expect that the nine hearts turtle ancestor would actually give out six Supreme sacred 

objects in one go! 

This was definitely a huge surprise! 



“That’s right!” 

After calming down, Chen Xiaobei asked, ” “We can confirm that the heaven Earth Holy membrane is in 

the hands of the Saint burial’s Supreme divine ancestor. Then, where is the creation lotus seed?” 

Obviously, the world was so big that Chen Xiaobei could not just go around looking for it like a headless 

fly! 

Directly asking the nine hearts turtle ancestor was obviously the most time-saving and energy-saving 

method! 

“It’s in the Saint pan axe!” 

Nine hearts turtle ancestor said in a deep voice,’Saint Pan’s axe is a very magical treasure! The artifact 

itself was transformed from the Holy Lotus of creation! After an extremely long period of time, it will 

produce a lotus seed!” 

“However, I don’t know where the Saint pan axe is, so I don’t know where to find it! You can only rely on 

yourself for this!” 
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Hehe! 

Wasn’t this like a drowsy person meeting a pillow? 

Other people might not know where the axe was, but Chen Xiaobei knew everything about it! 

If Chen Xiaobei wanted to, he could go and get the Saint pan axe now! 

“Okay … I’ll think of a way … I hope I can find some clues as soon as possible …” 

Chen Xiaobei frowned and continued to show off his acting skills. 

Of course, he could not tell the nine hearts turtle ancestor anything about the Saint pan axe. 

“Is there anything else you need?” The nine hearts turtle ancestor asked in a deep voice. 

“There’s nothing else!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ”  I’ll leave now. I’ll contact you again if there are any clues!  

“Something’s wrong!” 

However, at this moment, nine hearts turtle ancestor’s expression suddenly changed, and he became 

nervous. 

“You won’t be able to get out!” He said with a frown. 

 why is that?!  

Chen Xiaobei was confused. 
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 according to master’s rules, every time you come in, you must cultivate the one word Saint destroyer 

curse, which is one level higher, ” the nine hearts turtle ancestor said in a deep voice.  only after you 

have successfully cultivated it can you open the spatial door to leave!  

“Even I can’t change this rule! In other words, I can’t open the space gate of the secret realm and let you 

leave! You didn’t bring 10000 Saint souls with you this time!” 

 this means that you can’t descend the one word Saint destroyer curse, which is one level higher. You 

can’t cultivate it, and you can’t open the space door to return to the real world!  

At this point, the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s brows were deeply furrowed. He seemed very anxious 

and even a little desperate. 

If Chen Xiaobei was unable to leave the ten thousand secret realms, many things would have to stop! 

For example, finding 10000 divine souls, or finding a way to stop the great divine Supreme divine 

ancestor from peeking at the origin! 

These two matters were the most important missions to the nine hearts turtle ancestor! 

He had placed all his hopes on Chen Xiaobei! 

But now, Chen Xiaobei could not get out. This meant that the nine heart turtle ancestor’s hope was 

completely destroyed! 

At the thought of this, the nine hearts turtle ancestor even felt a deep sense of despair! 

At this moment, from nine hearts turtle ancestor’s reaction, it could be seen that the reason why he 

didn’t leave the ten thousand Dao secret realm was because he was listening to the orders of the myriad 

Dao ancestor! On the other hand, the nine hearts turtle ancestor was actually unable to open a spatial 

gate and leave by himself! 

Only when the myriad Dao ancestor gave him a mission would nine heart turtle ancestor have the 

chance to leave the myriad Dao secret realm! 

To put it bluntly, the nine-heart turtle ancestor was actually imprisoned in the myriad Dao secret realm 

by the myriad Dao ancestor! 

 we can’t get out!?  

Chen Xiaobei also became nervous. 

Clearly, what Chen Xiaobei was going to do was far more than what the nine hearts turtle ancestor had 

thought! 

The Saint pan family was still waiting for Chen Xiaobei’s release! The Holy extermination clan was still 

waiting for Chen Xiaobei’s help! 

Most importantly, Chen Xiaobei had to find a way to deal with the ancestor of all DAOs! 



After all, some of the clues had already proven that even without Chen Xiaobei’s search for the 10000 

divine souls, there would still be some variables that would lead to the death of the person possessed by 

the 10000 divine souls! 

This way, the Saint souls would still return to the ten thousand Dao secret realm! 

In the end, the ancestor of all DAOs would still return to the world! 

To put it bluntly, it was only a matter of time! 

If Chen Xiaobei still could not deal with the elder of ten thousand DAOs by then, he would become a fish 

on the chopping board, waiting to be slaughtered by the elder of ten thousand DAOs! 

There was absolutely no suspense! 

Therefore, in the face of this situation, Chen Xiaobei was very anxious and worried. He even felt a sense 

of despair! 

However! 

Chen Xiaobei was still Chen Xiaobei! 

At the critical moment, his strong mental state wiped out all the despair and he began to think calmly! 

“There it is!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up, and he was very excited. 

 what’s there!?  

Nine hearts turtle ancestor was confused. He did not understand what Chen Xiaobei meant. 

“I’ve actually learned how to peek into the origin. Perhaps I can peek into the origin of this space! Find a 

loophole to leave!” 

Chen Xiaobei grinned and immediately started to recall the information that Yan Lingshi had sent to his 

mind! 

“This … This is impossible …” 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor was completely dumbfounded. He simply couldn’t believe his ears. 

After all, the nine hearts turtle ancestor himself had been trapped here for a very, very long time. He 

had also tried to find a way out! 

However, from the beginning to the end, no matter how hard the nine hearts turtle ancestor tried, he 

could not find any chance to leave! 

Nine hearts turtle ancestor could not believe what Chen Xiaobei had just said! 

Chen Xiaobei did not explain further. 

He immediately began to study a way to leave according to the information Yan Lingshi had provided! 



Although the information Yan Lingshi had provided was about the process of the great divine Supreme 

divine ancestor’s research on the ancestor of all DAOs ‘origins, it was still a piece of information. 

However, in reality, the methods to peek into the origin were all from the same source and had many 

similarities! 

Drawing inferences and understanding by analogy were Chen Xiaobei’s strengths! 

With the Supreme divine ancestor’s method, Chen Xiaobei would be able to deduce the exact method of 

peeking into the origin of space! 

For others, this might be a matter with almost zero possibility! 

However, to Chen Xiaobei, this was not a difficult task! 

After some time of deep thought, Chen Xiaobei began to put the plan into action! 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei activated the Hong word incantation! 

In addition, there was the great sage’s great Dao of endless origin! 

Traces of mysterious power were emitted from the word ‘Xuan’ and slowly spread throughout the entire 

ten thousand DAOs secret realm. 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei closed his eyes and began to focus on his enlightenment! 

It was obvious that the origin of things could no longer be seen with the naked eye. One could only 

comprehend it with one’s heart! 

Furthermore, the stronger one’s heart realm was, the more thorough one’s comprehension would be! 

More importantly, the stronger one’s state of mind was, the higher the level of things one could 

comprehend! 

After Chen Xiaobei’s previous training, he had developed the ten thousand severals of Supreme might, 

which corresponded to the Supreme quality of his mind! 

This meant that Chen Xiaobei’s state of mind was above the Supreme divine ancestor! Some of the 

origins that even the Hongsheng divine ancestors could not see into, Chen Xiaobei could! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

As expected, a mysterious image appeared in Chen Xiaobei’s mind! 

The space around Chen Xiaobei formed a special linear structure in his mind! 

And these lines were actually spatial laws! 

The laws circulated around it, maintaining the existence of this space. At the same time, they also 

limited the many laws of this space! 

One of the most important rules was the rule of free entry! 
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This rule of free access was very strange! 

It seemed to only limit the number of people who could learn the one-word Holy extermination curse! It 

didn’t restrict other ordinary people! 

This meant that only Chen Xiaobei and nine hearts turtle ancestor were restricted by the space law of 

the ten thousand Dao secret realm! 

As for the others, as long as they found the entrance, they could enter and exit as they pleased! 

Of course, although this rule seemed unreasonable, it actually made sense! 

Because, those who had not learned the one character Saint destroyer incantation would never be able 

to find the entrance to the ten thousand Dao secret realm! Naturally, there was no need for the laws to 

restrict these people who could not enter in the first place! 

Of course, there was an exception! 

If the nine hearts turtle ancestor was able to contact the people outside and point out the location of 

the entrance, then the people outside would be able to enter directly! 

For example, the nine-hearts turtle ancestor had contacted the demonized great saint Supreme holy 

ancestor and used him as a spy to spy on the outside world! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei had only guessed that nine hearts turtle ancestor had eyes and ears outside. He 

did not know that the eyes and ears were actually demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor! 

Chen Xiaobei confirmed his suspicion by observing the Protogenia around him! 

The laws here did indeed allow the nine hearts turtle ancestor to use a secret technique to contact 

people from the outside world! 

However, this kind of secret technique was rather special. It didn’t allow one to contact anyone they 

wanted. It required a special spiritual medium as a bridge! 

And this spiritual medium … 

Chen Xiaobei continued to study the laws of this space! 

Through the linear laws, he quickly found the answer! 

The spiritual medium was actually the great sage path! 

All the questions in Chen Xiaobei’s mind were answered in an instant! 

First of all, Chen Xiaobei could confirm that nine hearts turtle ancestor’s eyes and ears were the 

demonized Supreme divine ancestor! 
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That was because the nine-hearts turtle ancestor could only contact the great saint Supreme divine 

ancestor! 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei had a bold guess! Back then, the reason why the Supreme Saint ancestor 

had fallen into a state of rebellion was very likely because nine hearts turtle ancestor had used this 

spiritual medium to frame the Supreme Saint ancestor on a spiritual level! 

Although Chen Xiaobei’s guess was bold, it was well-founded and reasonable! 

He was almost 100% sure that this was the truth of the matter! 

In other words, if Yan Lingshi inherited the great sage path in the future, nine-hearts turtle ancestor 

could also use the same method to launch a mental attack on Yan Lingshi at any time, causing her to fall 

into a state of rebellion! 

If that was the case, then it was simply impossible to guard against! 

Chen Xiaobei had made up his mind. When he got out of here, he must warn Yan Lingshi not to act 

rashly! To avoid getting burned! 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei continued to observe the laws around him, and then slowly organized them. 

Slowly, Chen Xiaobei went from a very high-level and mysterious top-tier nomological law to the origin! 

As the saying goes, a skyscraper rises from the ground! 

Although the nomological laws in this space were of an extremely high level, they were very weak in 

their very beginning. They were even just a weak energy! 

The laws were formed by the convergence of energy and the evolution of the profound Dao of creation! 

Following that, the energy was further increased, making these laws become stronger and stronger, 

more and more advanced, and then there was the current state! 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei had completely mastered the method of peeking at the origin and quickly found the state 

of the origin of these laws. Then, he locked onto the weakest spot! 

Chen Xiaobei used his fingers as a knife and slashed in the air! It had actually managed to cut open a 

crack in the void! 

 how … How … How is this possible? ” 

Seeing the scene before him, nine hearts turtle ancestor’s face was instantly filled with bewilderment. 

He simply could not believe his eyes! 

When Chen Xiaobei said that they might be able to find the exit, nine hearts turtle ancestor could not 

believe it! 



However, the reality was that Chen Xiaobei had really torn open the impenetrable ten thousand Dao 

secret realm! It was simply unimaginable! It was extremely crazy! 

One had to know that the nine hearts turtle ancestor was actually very clear that the spatial laws of this 

space had not reached the level of the ancestor of myriad DAOs! However, he was definitely above the 

Supreme divine ancestor! 

At the very least, for an extremely long period of time in the past, the nine hearts turtle ancestor had 

tried his best to leave, but he had never succeeded! 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor was certain that any other Supreme Saint ancestor would not be able to 

get out! 

However, Chen Xiaobei had opened the door to leave! 

This extremely shocking scene completely subverted the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s three views. It 

even made him begin to doubt his turtle life! 

In fact, the prediction of the nine hearts turtle ancestor was not wrong! 

Even if it was the founder of the origin technique, the great saint Supreme divine ancestor, who came, 

he wouldn’t be able to get out either! 

This was because the divine ancestor’s state of mind was not as strong as Chen Xiaobei’S. He could not 

see the origin of the space in the ten thousand secret realm, so he could not find the weakest spot to 

tear open the gap! 

Therefore, the nine hearts turtle ancestor was certain that no other Supreme sacred ancestor would be 

able to tear open a hole! 

There was no problem with this in itself! 

More importantly, nine-hearts turtle ancestor would never have thought that Chen Xiaobei’s state of 

mind was already above the Supreme divine ancestor’s. Furthermore, the way he peeked at the origin 

was directly proportional to the strength of his state of mind! 

In other words, anyone below the level of the founder of all DAOs who used the method of the great 

sage to peer into the origin would not be able to compare to the effect of Chen Xiaobei using this 

method! 

Of course, only Chen Xiaobei could get out. The other Supreme divine ancestors could not! 

Nine heart turtle ancestor did not know the truth at all. That was why he was so shocked at this 

moment. His three views were shattered. 

“Do you want to go out with me?” 

Chen Xiaobei looked at nine hearts turtle ancestor with a half-smile. 

“I … I …” 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor hesitated for a moment. 



From his heart, the nine hearts turtle ancestor naturally wanted to go out. 

However, it was obvious that the nine hearts turtle ancestor had been left with a huge psychological 

shadow by the myriad Dao ancestor. He did not dare to disobey the myriad Dao ancestor’s orders! 

Even when the nine hearts turtle ancestor tried to find a way to leave, it was only because he was bored. 

Even if he found it, he would not dare to leave! 

Therefore, the answer given by the nine hearts turtle ancestor was almost without suspense.”Of course I 

can’t go out! I can’t disobey master’s orders!” 

“Alright! Since you’re not going out, I’ll be leaving first!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged and stepped into the 

crack. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 4710: arrival! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei went straight through the crack in the void! 

This time, Chen Xiaobei could not choose his destination. He could only wait and see where he would be 

sent to. 

Chen Xiaobei, who had just learned a new skill, was not idle either. 

Even though he was in the middle of the spatial turbulence, he did not forget to spy on the origin of the 

spatial turbulence. 

 these chaotic streams of space were actually the laws of the origin world. Due to weakening, 

destruction, or some other reason, they had formed a chaotic space outside of the origin world. 

Simply put, the origin of the void turbulence was the chaotic, destructive, and distorted laws of space. 

It was like a turbulent undercurrent in the sea. 

Once a person entered it, they could only go with the flow, heading in a direction that they could not 

control! 

Of course! That was for ordinary people! 

Now that Chen Xiaobei had seen through the origin and nature of the spatial turbulence, he had found a 

way to control this undercurrent! 

“Whoosh …” 

Very quickly, Chen Xiaobei was able to stabilize himself in the void. 

Moreover, he could freely choose the direction of his movement. 

Furthermore, he could determine the location of the nearest exit based on the direction of the 

turbulence. 

Now, being in the space turbulence was no different from being in the real world. He could come and go 

as he pleased! 
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On the surface, this new ability didn’t seem to have much meaning. 

After all, after entering the crack in the void, one could always leave. It was just a matter of time, there 

was not much difference. 

However, to Chen Xiaobei, this ability was extremely important! 

That was because Chen Xiaobei’s next step was to try to enter the ten thousand DAOs Supreme domain 

that had been split open by the Saint pan axe! 

If Chen Xiaobei wanted to escape, he would have to use this ability! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei did not know how fast it was. He could only be sure when he got there! 

“Swish!” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei found the nearest spatial Rift and left the spatial turbulence, returning to 

reality. 

It was a very ordinary place. 

There was nothing special about the surrounding environment, and the amount of Saint Qi in the space 

was just average, no more or no less. 

For a moment, Chen Xiaobei even suspected that he had gone to a world below the ancestral sanctuary. 

In the end, Chen Xiaobei was certain that he was still in the ancestral sanctuary, and he had come to a 

very sensitive place! 

The territory of the sky burial Yuan sacred clan! 

The reason Chen Xiaobei could confirm it was because he could sense a very special aura in this place! 

This aura was unique to the embryo membrane of heaven and earth! Chen Xiaobei himself had a heaven 

and earth membrane, so he would not be mistaken! 

“Shua shua shua …” 

Without hesitation, Chen Xiaobei put on the human-skinned mask. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei was the most wanted criminal for burying the Supreme divine ancestor. 

Not only did the Supreme divine ancestor of the Saint-burying tribe mobilize all of their forces to find 

and capture Chen Xiaobei, but he had also used all of his connections in the ancestral divine territory. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei had to hide his identity well or he would attract a lot of trouble! 

This time, however, Chen Xiaobei did not use the fake mirror! 

This was because Chen Xiaobei’s own cultivation had reached the early stage of five star divine ancestor! 

This level of cultivation was far from the information the Saint burial’s Supreme Saint ancestor had. 

Therefore, those who wanted to capture Chen Xiaobei would never be able to find him if they searched 

for him according to the cultivation realm in the information! 



Under such circumstances, Chen Xiaobei could fly to where there were people with a peace of mind. 

Soon, Chen Xiaobei found a main city. 

After a simple inquiry, he found out that this was the outer area of the sky burying Yuan sacred clan’s 

territory. 

The main city was quite large, and the cultivation realms of the people in the city weren’t low either. It 

was indeed worthy of being the first echelon of the Supreme sacred ancestor clan! 

However, the Saint Origin Energy in this main city was no different from the one in the deep mountains 

and old forests. It was still as thin and weak! 

In terms of Saint Origin Energy, the sky burying Yuan sacred clan was far inferior to the other Supreme 

clans! 

Chen Xiaobei even felt that the level of this city’s Saint Origin Energy was not as high as the main cities 

of some of the more powerful forces under the ancestral sanctuary! 

This was very abnormal! 

After a while of wandering around, Chen Xiaobei decided to head to the core of the sky burying Yuan 

sacred clan’s territory! 

After all, Chen Xiaobei still had a super useful puppet in his hands! 

He was the young master of the sky burying Yuan sacred clan, the origin Dao sacred ancestor, who had 

been appointed by the Supreme sacred ancestor! 

With Chen Xiaobei’s status, he would not be able to get any information from the sky-burier Yuan sacred 

clan. He would not be able to enjoy any special privileges! 

However, once he became an origin Dao divine ancestor, many things would go smoothly. He might 

even obtain unexpected gains! 

Chen Xiaobei decided to leave immediately! 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei’s attention was attracted by the sound of an argument not far away! 

They saw a group of luxuriously dressed, haughty young men surrounding a young man. They were 

crazily ridiculing, cursing, and even punching and kicking him! 

Originally, Chen Xiaobei did not want to get involved in this kind of business! 

However, their argument revealed a very important clue! 

“You little brat! Tell me the truth! What sorcery did you use? You actually defeated our young master in 

the arena!” 

“If you don’t tell me the truth today! We will definitely kill you!” 

“What kind of trash is this? how dare he think that he can represent the Western elder compound in the 

next stage of the competition? Are you even worthy of that?” 



“Tell me the truth! Otherwise, we’ll beat you to death!” 

…… 

Around them, the group of noble and arrogant young people were cursing and kicking the young man. In 

a short while, the young man was beaten black and blue and almost fainted! 

“I didn’t! I really didn’t use any Sorcery!” 

The young man wailed, ” just now, on the arena, it was clearly your eldest young master who used a 

sorcery. He wanted to severely injure my soul! Why are you blaming me?” 

The young man’s tone was very aggrieved. It was obvious that he was not lying. 

And his words were the real reason why he had attracted Wang Chen’s attention! 

This was because the soul of this young man seemed to contain some power that he was not aware of 

and could not control! 

“Stop!” 

Wang Chen’s eyes narrowed, and he walked toward them. 


